
1. Introduction

The maneuvering performance of a ship on the actual sea is very 

different from that in calm water due to wave-induced motion. It is 

crucial to account for the ship’s maneuverability in waves at the design 

stage. Numerous prior studies have investigated the maneuverability 

of ships in waves. According to the International Towing Tank 

Conference (ITTC) (ITTC, 2011), there are four methods of predicting 

the movements of a ship maneuvering in waves: experiments, 

two-time scale, unified theory, and contract for difference (CFD) 

methods. 

Yasukawa (2006) proposed a method of estimating the 

hydrodynamic force components, including added mass, wave 

damping, and wave excitation forces. In his study, the basic motion 

equations were divided into two groups, high-frequency induced 

motion problems, and low-frequency maneuvering problems. 

Yasukawa (2006, 2008) performed a free-running model test in regular 

waves using the SR108 container ship. The experiment was conducted 

with various wavelengths in head sea and beam sea conditions. Skejic 

and Faltinsen (2007, 2008) presented a seakeeping and maneuvering 

analysis of two ships. They focused on overtaking and replenishment 

maneuvers between two ships. 

Seo et al. (2011) applied linear and nonlinear ship motion analysis to 

analyze ship-maneuvering performance in high-amplitude waves. The 

maneuvering performance of the S-175 container ship was discussed 

with regard to wave slope. Also, the wave drift force was calculated 

using the direct pressure integration method. Skejic (2013) presented a 

maneuvering simulation of ships in a seaway and discussed the 

significant role of unified maneuvering and seakeeping. Zhang et al. 

(2017) proposed a method for predicting ship maneuvering in regular 
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waves of the S-175 container ship. Wang and Wan (2018) used a CFD 

solver called naoe-FOAM-SJTU to analyze a ship’s maneuverability 

in waves. 

Previous studies only focused on the influence of regular waves on 

the ship’s maneuverability. However, the ocean waves are actually 

irregular waves, so it is really necessary to study the effect of the 

irregular waves on the maneuvering performance of the ship, 

especially when designing a trawler. This paper proposes a unified 

model of seakeeping and maneuvering, which is used to predict the 

maneuverability of a Russian trawler in wind and waves. In this study, 

ANSYS-AQWA was utilized to estimate wave drift forces and 

moments. In addition, the wind forces and moments acting on the 

Russian trawler were estimated using empirical formulas, which are 

based on a database containing wind tunnel test data. 

Standard maneuvers of the Russian trawler were conducted in calm 

water, wind, and irregular wave conditions, and the effect of the 

operation scenario on turning trajectories are discussed. Previous 

studies have not investigated the operation conditions of this vessel. In 

this study, the operation conditions of the trawler in the Sea of 

Okhotsk were investigated to determine the wave and wind conditions 

for operation conditions. The ship’s maneuverability in different 

seasons was checked with changes in the wind and wave directions.

2. Mathematical Formulation

2.1 Coordinate System

In order to predict a ship’s maneuvering performance in wind and 

waves, two right-handed coordinate systems were adopted, including a 

body-fixed coordinate system  and an earth-fixed coordinate 

system  , as shown in Fig. 1. The body-fixed coordinate system 

advances with the ship’s forward speed  and rotates with rotation 

speed  . In addition, , , , , and   are the rudder angle, heading 

angle, incident wave direction, drift angle, and incident wind direction, 

respectively. The ship’s position is expressed with respect to the 

earth-fixed coordinate system.

2.2 Equation of Motion

Two types of hydrodynamic models are commonly used to predict 

the maneuverability of a ship: the Abkowitz model and Maneuvering 

Modeling Group (MMG) model. In this study, the MMG model for 
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Fig. 1 Maneuvering coordinate system in wind and waves

maneuvering motion in 3DOF was applied, which is described by Eq. 

(1).  and  are the velocity components in the x-axis and y-axis 

direction, respectively. ̇ and ̇ are the surge acceleration and sway 

acceleration, respectively.  ̇,  , , and   are the angular 

acceleration, the moment of inertia about the z axis, the ship’s mass, 

and the longitudinal position of the ship’s center of gravity, 

respectively.  and  are the hydrodynamic forces, and  is the 

moment around the z-axis. The subscripts , , and  denote the 

hydrodynamic forces due to the hull, propeller, and rudder in calm 

water, respectively. The subscripts  and  denote the hydrodynamic 

forces induced by waves and wind, respectively.

̇ 
      

̇  ̇    
 ̇̇    

(1)

2.3 Hull Force

In this study, the mathematical model of hydrodynamic forces 

suggested by Yoshimura and Ma (2003) was used to predict the ship’s 

maneuvering performance in calm water. They proposed empirical 

formulas to predict the hydrodynamic derivatives are based on a 

database of hydrodynamic derivatives containing information on 

several fishing vessels, including a recent European wide-beam vessel. 

 ,  ,
 and   are modeled as functions of the non-dimensional 

sway velocity and non-dimensional yaw rate using Eq. (2). ′ and ′ 
are non-dimensional velocity components in the x-axis and y-axis 

directions, respectively. ′ is the non-dimensional yaw rate, and   is 

the ship resistance. ′ , ′ , ′ , ′ ,  ′ ,  ′ ,  ′ ,  ′ , 
 ′ ,  ′ ,  ′ ,  ′ ,  ′ ,  ′ ,  ′ , and  ′  are the 

hydrodynamic derivatives of the polynomials and are estimated based 

on empirical formulas for fishing vessels suggested by Yoshimura and 

Ma (2003).
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2.4 Rudder Force

The rudder force and moment can be estimated through a 

combination of the interaction factor and the rudder normal force using 

Eq. (3).  ,  , and   are the rudder’s normal force, the rudder’s 

force increase factor, and the steering resistance deduction factor, 

respectively. The rudder’s normal force is expressed in Eq. (4).   and 

  are the longitudinal position of the rudder and the additional lateral 

force component, respectively.
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where   and   are the lateral and longitudinal inflow velocities 

induced on the rudder by propeller rotation, respectively. Λ and   

are the rudder aspect ratio and the rudder area. α  represents the rudder 

lift gradient coefficient, and   represents the resultant inflow 

velocity to the rudder.  denotes the ratio of the propeller diameter to 

the rudder span.  represents the ratio of the wake fraction at the rudder 

position to that of the propeller position.  represents the interaction 

between the propeller and rudder. 

  denotes the effective inflow angle to the rudder.   represents 

the effective inflow angle to the rudder, and   represents the flow 

straightening coefficient. ′  is an experimental constant that is used to 

express   accurately.  represents the wave coefficient at propeller 

position. The interaction force coefficients  ,  , ′ , and  can be 

obtained from Yoshimura and Ma’s empirical formulas for fishing 

vessels.

2.5 Propeller Force

The longitudinal force of the propeller  can be estimated using 

Eq. (5). , , and  are the thrust deduction factor, the water density, 

and the diameter of the propeller, respectively. For simplicity, the 

thrust deduction factor  is assumed to be constant at any given 

propeller load.   is the thrust coefficient, which can be expressed as 

the 3rd polynomial of the propeller advance ratio  using Eq. (6).  , 

 ,  , and   are coefficients representing  .

   (5)

     
 

  and  

 (6)

where 


 

2.6 Wave Drift Force and Moment

The steady wave-induced forces in irregular waves can be estimated 

using Eq. (7).   and  denote the significant wave height and the 

gravity acceleration, respectively.  ,  , and   denote the 

average value of the steady wave-induced force and moment 

coefficients in irregular waves estimated using Eq. (8).  ,  , 

and   are estimated based on the short-term prediction technique 

by Yasukawa et al. (2017). These coefficients are stored in files in 

databases and used when simulating the ship’s maneuverability in 

irregular waves. ζζ ω and θ denote the wave spectrum and the 

wave direction distribution function, respectively. The ITTC spectrum 

is used as the wave spectrum ζζ ω. The cosine-squared spreading 

function is used as the wave direction distribution function . 

ωχ, ωχ, and  ωχ denote the wave-induced steady 

force and moment coefficient in regular waves expressed as a function 

of the wave frequency  and the wave direction .
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2.7 Wind Force and Moment

The hydrodynamic forces due to wind can be obtained using the 

empirical formula presented by Kitamura et al. (2017), which is based 

on a wind tunnel test and is shown in Eq. (9).   is the overall length 

of the ship,   is the frontal projected area,   is the lateral projected 

area, and  is the distance from mid-ship to the centroid of  .   is 

the height of centroid of   from the calm water level.  ,  , 

 , and   are coefficients of the multiple regression formulae. 

The hydrodynamic coefficients due to wind can be estimated using Eq. 

(10).
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3. Numerical Method

3.1 Simulation Conditions

In order to investigate the ship maneuverability, a Russian trawler 

designed by Deahea Ship Design Corporation was selected. Fig. 2 

shows the geometry of the Russian trawler. The principal dimensions 

are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 2 Geometry of the Russian trawler

Table 1 Principal dimensions of the Russian trawler

Item Unit Symbol Value

Length between perpendiculars m  32.45

Breath m  9.00

Displacement t Δ 587

Draft at bow m  2.40

Draft at stern m  3.34

Mean draft m  3.00

Effective mean m  3.49

Block coefficient (by  ) -  0.559

The standard maneuvers of the trawler in calm water are conducted 

with constant propeller revolution. The propeller revolution is selected 

to produce a speed of 12 knots (6.17 m/s) when the trawler vessel 

moves forward in calm water. The propeller speed was 4.384 

revolutions per second. Simulations of the ship turning in a circle were 

conducted in wind and irregular waves based on the operation 

conditions in the Sea of Okhotsk. 

The maximum wind speed was selected for the simulation according 

to the wind direction in Table 2. East wind is defined using the period 

of April to May, South wind is defined using the period of May to 

September, and North wind is defined using the period of September to 

April of the following year. The maximum wind speed is the time 

Fig. 3 Operation scenario in the Sea of Okhotsk (Weather Spark, 2020)
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Table 2 Operation scenario in the Sea of Okhotsk

Item Apr. –May May–Sep. Sep. –Apr

Wind direction
East wind 

(38%)
South wind 

(50%)
North wind 

(89%)

Average wind speed (m/s) 2.1 3.3

Maximum wind speed (m/s) 5.1 5.1 6.2

Table 3 Hydrodynamic coefficients

Hull coefficients Value Hull coefficients Value

 ′ -4.06E-02  ′ 7.55E-02

 ′ -6.90E-03  ′ -4.50E-01

 ′ -1.59E-01  ′ -1.35E-01

 ′ 3.87E-01  ′ -3.37E-01

 ′ -6.10E-01  ′ -6.99E-02

 ′ -1.36E+00  ′ -8.20E-03

 ′ 5.45E-02  ′ -4.62E-01

 ′ -1.75E-02  ′ -1.81E-02

selection value that is equivalent to each wind direction. The wind 

direction and average wind speed at 10 m above the ground in the Sea 

of Okhotsk were obtained from the Weather Spark website. The wind 

speed and wind direction change dramatically depending on seasonal 

variation. Fig. 3 shows the wind direction and wind speed in the Sea of 

Okhotsk. A comparison of the wind speed and wind direction in 

various seasons is presented in Table 2.

3.2 Hydrodynamic Coefficients

The hydrodynamic coefficients of the trawler were estimated based 

on the empirical formulas presented by Yoshimura and Ma (2003). 

The hydrodynamic coefficients of the trawler are listed in Table 3. The 

interaction coefficients among the hull, propeller, and rudder were also 

estimated based on Yoshimura and Ma’s empirical formulas and are 

listed in Table 4.

Table 4 Interaction coefficients

Interaction 
coefficients

Value
Interaction 
coefficients

Value

 0.853  0.458 

 0.048  0.995 

′ -0.450  0.428 

′ -0.936 - -

3.3 Hydrodynamic Force Due to Waves

Fig. 4 shows the wave drift forces and moment in various wave 

directions and wave frequencies. The surge drift force has a similar 

tendency to the overall trend of the surge drift force in the head sea. 

The maximum value of surge drift force occurs at low wave 

frequencies, where the wavelength is greater than the ship’s length. 

The wavelength is greater than the length of the vessel when the wave 

frequency is smaller than 1.35 rad/s. The surge drift force decreases 

gradually with an increase in the wave frequency and wave direction 

and almost disappears in following sea. 

(a) Surge drift force

(b) Sway drift force

(c) Yaw drift moment

Fig. 4 Wave drift forces and moment
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The maximum value of the sway drift force occurs at high wave 

frequency and in oblique sea, especially at a wave direction of 120 

degrees. The sway drift force decreases gradually as the wave 

frequency decreases and it almost disappears in the head sea and the 

following sea. At wave directions of 180 degrees and 0 degrees, a 

small value of the sway drift force is observed without a distinct peak. 

The maximum value of yaw drift moment occurs in oblique sea, 

especially at wave directions of 150 degrees and 60 degrees. The yaw 

drift moment increases significantly at high wave frequency, while it 

decreases gradually as the wave frequency decreases and almost 

disappears in the head sea and the following sea.

3.4 Drifting Distance and Drifting Angle

To analyze the turning trajectories in irregular wave and wind 

conditions, we applied the drifting distance and the drifting angle 

suggested by Kim et al. (2019). The drifting distance  is the 

distance between lines that are perpendicular to the tangent to the 

turning trajectory, as shown in Fig. 4. For example,    

represents the magnitude of the vector between two points 

corresponding to heading angles of 90 degrees and 450 degrees. 

The drifting angle   is the angle between the tangential line of the 

turning trajectory and the ship’s approach direction in the x direction, 

as shown in Fig. 5. For instance,     represents the angle 

between the ship’s approach direction in the x direction and the 

tangential line of two points corresponding to heading angles of 90 

degrees and 450 degrees. The relative drift angle   is the angle 

between the drifting angle and the wave propagation direction, which 

can be estimated using Eq. (11).  is the rudder angle, χ is the wave 

propagation direction, and is the drifting angle. The relative 

drifting distance   is suggested by Kim et al. (2019) to describe the 

ship’s turning trajectory in waves.
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Fig. 5 Definition of drifting distance and drifting angle

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Turning Circle in Calm Water

The predicted turning trajectory of the trawler in calm water is 

shown in Fig. 6(a). The surge velocity, sway velocity, and yaw rate of 

Table 5 Maneuver parameters in turning circle in calm water

Item Trawler IMO standard

Advance ()
(1) 4.496 4.5

Tactical diameter () 3.600 5.0

(1) Length between perpendiculars

(a) Ship’s trajectory

(b) Surge velocity

(c) Sway velocity

(d) Yaw rate

Fig. 6 Turning circle in calm water
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the turning circle in calm water are shown in Figs. 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d), 

respectively. The results of the advance and the tactical diameter of the 

trawler are compared to the standards of the International Maritime 

Organization (IMO) for ship maneuverability, as shown in Table 5. 

Therefore, the turning ability of the trawler in calm water is confirmed 

and satisfied with the value proposed by the IMO’s standards.

4.2 Turning Circle in Wind and Waves

In order to investigate the effect of the operation scenario, we 

simulated the movements of the trawler as it turns in a circle in wind 

and irregular waves. The wave direction is similar to the wind 

direction. The maximum wind speed was selected in this simulation. 

Fig. 7 shows the turning trajectories of the trawler in the operation 

scenario for various wind directions. It can be seen that the wind 

direction and significant wave height have dominant effects on the 

turning trajectories of the trawler. 

The direction of the wind and waves slightly influences the advance 

of the trawler, while it significantly affects the tactical diameter, as 

shown in Fig. 8. This happens because the ship turns at the initial stage 

until the heading angle is 90 degrees, and the ship’s trajectory changes 

slightly. During the initial turning, the hydrodynamic forces induced 

by the rudder produce a surge acceleration, sway acceleration, and yaw 

acceleration. There is a gradual increase in the hydrodynamic forces 

and moment acting on the ship hull, which consist of an acceleration- 

dependent term and velocity-dependent term. 

When the ship turns at times less than 50 s, the hydrodynamic forces 

and moment are changed by the motion induced by wind and waves, as 

shown in Fig. 9. However, these hydrodynamic forces are very small 

in comparison to the hydrodynamic forces caused by the acceleration 

in the initial turning. Therefore, the ship’s trajectory changes very 

slightly at the early stages of turning. This is the reason why the 

advance is relatively similar when the ship turns in various wind and 

wave directions. 

The changing of the hydrodynamic forces and moment changed by 

the motion induced by wind and waves for North wind (green line) can 

be divided into 4 phases: A, B, C, and D. Phase A is related to the 

occurrence of the maximum value of the sway and yaw moment 

changed by the motion induced by wind and waves. These 

hydrodynamic forces occur when the incident wave direction is 90 

degrees, as shown in Fig. 9. Phase B involves the occurrence of the 

maximum surge force changed by the motion induced by wind and 

waves at the incident wave direction of 180 degrees or the incident 

wind direction of 0 degrees, as seen in Fig. 9. In this case, the sway 

force and yaw moment changed by the motion induced by wind and 

waves are approximately zero. 

Phase C is similar to phase A and causes a large sway force and yaw 

moment changed by the motion induced by wind and waves when the 

incident wave direction reaches 90 degrees. At the time of phase C, the 

speed of the ship has reached steady turning, and the effects of the 

acceleration changes are small. Likewise, phase D is similar to phase B 

and causes the greatest reduction in surge force changed by the motion 

induced by wind and waves, even though the sway and yaw moment 

changed by the motion induced by wind and waves are close to zero. 

Fig. 10 shows the drifting distance and drifting direction for various 

wind directions. It is evident that the North wind has the dominant 

influence on the turning trajectory of the trawler. In particular, when 

the ship moves in the North wind, the value of the drifting distance is 

bigger than that of the East or South winds, as shown in Fig. 10. The 
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(a) East wind

Wave and wind direction

(b) North wind

Wave and wind direction

(c) South wind

Fig. 7 Turning circle in wind and irregular waves
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South wind has the smallest influence on the drifting distance. The 

drifting direction is approximately parallel to the wind and wave- 

propagation direction. This happens because the North wind causes a 

change of the wave direction relative to ships in the 90-degree 

direction and 180 degrees earlier than East wind and South winds. 

This is the reason why the ship turning in North wind causes the 

largest drifting distance. It is also why the ship’s tactical diameter in 

the North wind is the largest, as shown in Fig. 8. The ship enters the 

(a) Tactical diameter (b) Advance

Fig. 8 Maneuver parameters in wind and waves
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Fig. 9 Comparison of maneuvering motion in wind and waves
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Fig. 10 Drifting parameters in turning circle in wind and waves

steady turning phases after 50 s due to the hydrodynamic force and 

moment acting on the hull and the control force and moment due to 

rudder and propeller reaching equilibrium. However, the surge 

velocity, sway velocity, and yaw rate oscillate in wind and irregular 

waves due to the hydrodynamic forces changed by the motion induced 

by wind and waves. This makes the ship’s trajectory change 

dramatically after initial turning.

Fig. 11 shows the maneuvering motion including the surge velocity, 

sway velocity, and yaw rate with various wind directions and the 

significant wave heights. It can be seen that the approach surge 

0 50 100 150 200 250
Time [s]

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5
East wind (SS3)
East wind (SS4)
North wind (SS3)
North wind (SS4)
South wind (SS3)
South wind (SS4)

(a) Surge velocity

(b) Sway velocity

(c) Yaw rate
Fig. 11 Comparison of maneuvering motion in wind and waves

velocities with various wind directions are similar to the approach 

surge velocities in calm water, while the sway velocity and yaw rate 

oscillate in wind and irregular waves. Although the speed at the 

beginning of a turn differs greatly depending on the wind direction, the 

histories of speed variations in various wind directions become similar 

during steady turns, as shown in Fig. 11. For this reason, the drifting 

distance and drift angle are quite different during the initial circle, but 

these values become similar after the second and third circles. The 

results of the relative drifting angle reveal the difference between the 

propagation direction and the drifting angle, and the drifting direction 

is similar to the wind and wave propagation direction when the ship 

reaches the second and third circles.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the movements of a trawler as it turned in circles in 
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calm water, wind, and irregular waves were simulated using a unified 

model of seakeeping and maneuvering. Our concluding remarks are as 

follows. First, the operation scenario of the trawler in the Sea of 

Okhotsk was analyzed. The hydrodynamic coefficients of the trawler 

were estimated using empirical formulas. The hydrodynamic forces 

due to wind and irregular waves were estimated, and the wave drift 

forces and moment in irregular waves are estimated by applying a 

short-term prediction technique.

Second, the standard maneuvering parameters in calm water satisfy 

the criteria of the IMO standards for a ship’s maneuverability. The 

direction of the wind and waves slightly influences the advance of the 

trawler, while it significantly affects the tactical diameter because the 

ship’s trajectory changes slightly at the initial stage. Finally, the North 

wind has a dominant effect on the tactical diameter and the turning 

trajectories of the trawler. The North wind causes the largest drifting 

distance. Moreover, the drifting distance and drifting angle become 

similar after the second and third circles, although these values are 

quite different at the beginning of the first turn.
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